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ABSTRACT
Aims. We examine whether ejection phenomena from accreting T Tauri stars can be described by only one type of self-collimated jet model.
Methods. We present analytical kinematic predictions valid soon after the Alfve´n surface for all types of steady magnetically self-confined jets.
Results. We show that extended disc winds, X-winds, and stellar winds occupy distinct regions in the poloidal speed vs. specific angular
momentum plane. Comparisons with current observations of T Tauri jets yield quantitative constraints on the range of launching radii, magnetic
lever arms, and specific energy input in disc and stellar winds. Implications on the origin of jet asymmetries and disc magnetic fields are outlined.
Conclusions. We argue that ejection phenomena from accreting T Tauri stars most likely include three dynamical components: (1) an outer
self-collimated steady disc wind carrying most of the mass-flux in the optical jet (when present), confining (2) a pressure-driven coronal stellar
wind and (3) a hot inner flow made of blobs sporadically ejected from the magnetopause. If the stellar magnetic moment is parallel to the
disc magnetic field, then the highly variable inner flow resembles a ”Reconnection X-wind”, that has been proven to efficiently brake down
an accreting and contracting young star. If the magnetic moment is anti-parallel, then larger versions of the solar coronal mass ejections are
likely to occur. The relative importance of these three components in the observed outflows and the range of radii involved in the disc wind are
expected to vary with time, from the stage of embedded source to the optically revealed T Tauri star phase.
Key words. Accretion, accretion discs – Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) – Stars: pre-main sequence – ISM: jets and outflows
1. Introduction
Actively accreting ”classical” T Tauri stars (TTS) often display
supersonic collimated jets on scales of a few 10-100 AU in low
excitation optical forbidden lines of [O ], [S ], and [N ] (Solf
& Boehm 1993; Hirth et al. 1994, 1997; Lavalley et al. 1997),
with emission properties indicative of shock-excited outflow-
ing gas at ≃ 104 K (Bacciotti & Eislo¨ffel 1999; Lavalley-
Fouquet et al. 2000). These jet signatures are correlated with
the infrared excess and accretion rate of the circumstellar disc
(Cabrit et al. 1990; Hartigan et al. 1995). It is therefore widely
believed that the accretion process is essential to the observed
jets, although the precise physical connexion remains a matter
of debate.
Over the last decade, new clues to the origin of the low-
excitation jets in TTS have been provided by sub-arcsecond ob-
servations of their collimation and kinematic properties, using
HST or ground-based adaptive optics. A first important con-
straint is set by the narrow opening angles of a few degrees
observed beyond ≃ 50 AU of the source (Burrows et al. 1996;
Ray et al. 1996; Dougados et al. 2000; Hartigan et al. 2004).
Since TTS do not possess dense envelopes that could confine
the flow, the jets must be intrinsically collimated. To date, the
Send offprint requests to: J. Ferreira
only physical process capable of producing such unidirectional
supersonic flows on the required scales is magnetohydrody-
namic (MHD) self-confinement. This is achieved by the hoop
stress due to a large scale open magnetic field anchored onto a
rotating object (see reviews by Ko¨nigl & Pudritz 2000; Ferreira
2002). However, it remains to be established whether this MHD
launching occurs predominantly from the circumstellar accre-
tion disc, the rotating star, or its magnetosphere (or a combina-
tion of the above).
Interestingly, while T Tauri stars as a group have their discs
oriented randomly with respect to the local magnetic field,
those with bright optical jets tend to have their disc axes paral-
lel to the ambient magnetic field direction (Me´nard & Ducheˆne
2004). This trend suggests that magnetic flux through the disc is
a key parameter for the efficiency of collimated jets in TTS, as
would be expected for if jets trace predominantly a disc wind1.
Recently, it has been realized that T Tauri jet kinematics
offer a powerful way to constrain disc wind physics. Garcia
et al. (2001) showed that classical ”cold” self-similar disc wind
solutions have excessive terminal speeds compared to forbid-
1 The term ”disc wind” is sometimes used in the literature to re-
fer to a thermally-driven wind, namely an uncollimated slow outflow
evaporating from the disc surface. In this paper, disc wind refers to a
magnetically driven jet launched from the disc.
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den line profiles in TTS jets, and are thus excluded, while the
denser and slower ”warm” disc winds are favored. Anderson
et al. (2003) further demonstrated that the launching radius of a
keplerian disc wind may be simply derived from the jet rotation
and poloidal speeds once the stellar mass is known, regardless
of the details of the MHD disc wind solution. Interpreting the
transverse velocity shifts measured by HST at the outer edges
of three T Tauri jets as pure rotation motions, launching radii
of 0.2 to 3 AU were inferred (Bacciotti et al. 2002; Anderson
et al. 2003; Coffey et al. 2004), suggesting that at least the outer
portions of TTS optical jets would originate from extended re-
gions of the disc surface. The small jet rotation speeds again
rule out ”cold” disc winds and favor ”warm” disc wind solu-
tions (Pesenti et al. 2004). These results raise several important
questions:
– Could the same extended disc winds also explain the high-
velocity component (HVC) at 200-400 km s−1 observed in
forbidden lines closer to the jet axis (e.g. Bacciotti et al.
2000), or is another ejection process necessary ? For exam-
ple, Anderson et al. (2003) proposed that, while the rotat-
ing outer portions of the DG Tau jet (with flow speeds ≃
45 km s−1) trace a disc wind launched at 3 AU, the HVC
would originate from a separate ”X-wind” launched at the
disc inner edge. Could these two types of disc winds really
coexist ?
– Is the current precision on rotation velocities in jets suffi-
cient to rule out a dominant contribution from an X-wind,
stellar wind, or magnetospheric wind to the observed opti-
cal jets ? Are there further diagnostics that would allow to
distinguish between these various scenarii ?
The present paper is meant to address these issues. In
Section 2, we recall the main physical ingredients of MHD
ejection from the three sites that have been proposed to con-
tribute to optical jets (disc, star, magnetosphere), discuss their
collimation properties, and possible coexistence. In Section 3,
we generalize the work of Anderson et al. (2003) by presenting
analytical expressions for the poloidal and rotation speeds valid
for all classes of steady, self-collimated MHD jets. We present
a diagnostic diagram in the poloidal speed vs. specific angular
momentum (vp,rvφ) plane, valid soon after the Alfve´n surface,
and show that stellar winds, X-winds and extended disc winds
follow a distinct well-defined behavior. In Section 4, we place
in this theoretical diagram the current observations of poloidal
and rotation speeds in T Tauri jets, and discuss inferred con-
straints on model parameters (launching radii, magnetic lever
arm, specific heat input). Section 5 summarizes our conclusions
and their implications.
2. MHD ejection from YSOs
Figure 1 provides a synthetic illustration of the various con-
figurations possibly leading to ejection in young stars. The
top row displays steady ejection processes occurring regard-
less of the interaction between the star and its circumstellar
disc: accretion-powered disc winds (Figs. 1-a,b) and pure stel-
lar winds (Fig. 1-c). The bottom row displays the simplest
possible magnetospheric star-disc interaction, namely a dipo-
lar magnetic field aligned parallel (Fig. 1-d) or anti-parallel
(Fig. 1-e,f) to the disc magnetic field. We detail below the prop-
erties and main physical ingredients of each ejection configu-
ration.
2.1. Accretion-powered disc winds
In such models a large scale magnetic field is assumed to thread
the disc from its inner radius ri ∼ rm (the magnetopause) to
some external radius re (smaller than the outer disc radius).
When re ≫ ri one gets a conventional ”extended disc wind”
as sketched in Fig. 1-a, for which various self-similar solu-
tions have been computed (Blandford & Payne 1982; Wardle
& Ko¨nigl 1993; Ferreira & Pelletier 1995; Casse & Ferreira
2000a; Ferreira & Casse 2004). Fig. 1-b shows the other ex-
treme situation when re ≃ ri, namely when ejection occurs only
from one annulus. This gives rise to a wide-angle ”X-wind”
(Shu et al. 1994; Shang et al. 2002).
Note that the only difference between these two cases is the
amount of magnetic flux threading the disc. Actually, they cor-
respond to two distinct scenarii for the origin of the large scale
vertical magnetic field. In the ”extended disc wind” paradigm,
the field is assumed to have been either generated by dynamo or
advected along with the accreting material (first in the infalling
stage, then in the disc stage), or both. In the X-wind paradigm
the disc is assumed to be devoid of any large scale magnetic
field. It is further assumed that at some point in the past the
stellar magnetospheric field, which is penetrating the inner disc
regions, was flung open by outflowing disc material and that
this has led to the actual field topology where there is no causal
link anymore between the star and the disc. Despite this differ-
ence in the origin of the magnetic field, the ejection processes
actually computed are identical. In both situations jets carry
away the exact amount of angular momentum required to al-
low accretion in the underlying disc portion2. However, since
the range in launching radii and the shape of the Alfve´n surface
are different, predicted terminal velocities and angular momen-
tum fluxes are also different and can be tested against observa-
tions (see Section 3).
A common misconception in the literature is that ”extended
disc winds” would provide only low velocities and almost no
collimation. For example, the MHD model of Wardle & Ko¨nigl
(1993) matched a protostellar disc at 100 AU to a Blandford &
Payne (1982) jet model, which provided a confinement operat-
ing only at very large scales and low terminal speeds. However,
this is not necessarily so. As shown by Cabrit et al. (1999) and
Garcia et al. (2001), full MHD solutions including the disc
wind transition (Ferreira 1997) reproduce very well the ob-
served collimation of TTS jets and give adequate — or even
excessive — terminal speeds, provided their innermost launch-
ing radius ri is ≃ 0.07 AU (typical disc corotation radius).
Another issue is whether an extended disc wind and an X-
wind may physically coexist. It has been proposed by Anderson
et al. (2003) that an X-wind would be responsible for the HVC
2 This property establishes a tight relation between mass-flux and
terminal speed, discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.
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(c) Stellar wind
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CME−like mass loss(f)
Fig. 1. Top: Classes of published stationary MHD jets for YSOs. When the magnetic field is threading the disc on a large radial
extension (a: extended disc wind) or a small disc annulus (b: X-wind), jets are accretion-powered. They are mostly pressure-
driven when the field lines are anchored onto a slowly rotating star (c: stellar wind). The corresponding Alfve´n surfaces SA
have been schematically drawn (thick lines). In the X-wind case, two extreme shapes have been drawn: convex (solid line) and
concave (dashed). Bottom: Sketch of the two possible axisymmetric magnetospheric configurations: (d) X-type neutral line
driving unsteady Reconnection X-winds, when the stellar magnetic moment is parallel to the disc field; (e) Y-type neutral line
(akin the terrestrial magnetospheric current sheet) when the stellar magnetic moment is anti-parallel (or when the disc field is
negligible). (f) A CME-like ejection is produced whenever the magnetic shear becomes too strong in a magnetically dominated
plasma. Such a violently relaxing event may occur with any kind of anti-parallel magnetospheric interaction (even with an
inclined dipole). The thick lines mark the zones where reconnections occur.
observed in the DG Tau jet whereas an extended disc wind,
settled at 2-3 AU, would provide the slower gas flowing at the
outer jet edges. This proposal raises the issue of the (vertical)
magnetic field distribution within the disc. Indeed, it would im-
ply that, say, from the inner disc edge at ≃ 0.07 AU (locus of
the X-wind) to 2-3 AU no large scale magnetic field is present
(otherwise it would drive a disc wind). It is unclear how such
a ”hole” in the magnetic flux distribution could be obtained
and maintained. Besides, the collimation (hence acceleration)
of the inner X-wind would be strongly influenced by the pres-
sure provided by the outer disc wind, thereby modifying the
results based on the current published material. Therefore, it
appears very unlikely that an X-wind could coexist with an ex-
tended disc wind. However, either type of disc wind may co-
exist with a stellar wind, and/or with some type of magneto-
spheric ejection (see below).
2.2. MHD stellar winds
Self-collimated stellar winds are produced from open stellar
magnetic field lines as sketched in Fig. 1-c. Stars rotating near
break-up can provide their rotational energy to magnetically
accelerate stellar winds. But in the case of slowly rotating
young stars, such as T Tauri stars, stellar winds can hardly
tap the protostellar rotational energy and must be therefore es-
sentially driven by their pressure gradient (see Section 3.3 for
more details). Such a gradient stems either from thermal ef-
fects (thermally-driven winds, e.g. Sauty & Tsinganos 1994;
Sauty et al. 2002) or from turbulent Alfve´n waves (wave-driven
winds, e.g. Hartmann & MacGregor 1980; DeCampli 1981;
Hartmann et al. 1982).
In T Tauri stars, accreting material is now believed to be
channelled by the magnetospheric field and to release its me-
chanical energy at a high latitude shock, seen mostly as UV ra-
diation. Under certain circumstances, some post-shocked mate-
rial might keep a high temperature and build up a large enthalpy
reservoir, allowing thereby for a thermally driven outflow. The
magnetospheric accretion shock is also an efficient way to gen-
erate turbulent Alfve´n waves. Thus, both thermal and turbulent
pressures could well be present and help to launch MHD winds
from the stellar surface. This would be expected to produce a
correlation between accretion and ejection signatures, leading
to ”accretion-powered stellar winds” (Matt & Pudritz 2005).
There is indeed mounting evidence for accretion-related,
hot stellar winds in T Tauri stars e.g. in the form of broad
blueshifted absorptions in high excitation lines (Edwards et al.
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2003; Dupree et al. 2005), although their relation to the low-
excitation large scale jets is unclear (Beristain et al. 2001).
We thus make the conjecture that pressure-driven stellar winds
likely represent one (fast) component of observed jets, filling in
their innermost part. However, we will show in Section 4.4 that
such stellar winds are unlikely to carry most of the jet mass-
flux, as it would require an extremely efficient conversion of
thermal/wave energy into kinetic energy along the jet.
2.3. Unsteady magnetospheric winds
The magnetospheric interaction between the protostar and its
accretion disc provides several other possible driving mecha-
nisms for outflows. However, in contrast to the previous sit-
uations, these outflows are intrinsically unsteady even in the
simplified axisymmetric dipolar magnetic topology considered
here.
2.3.1. Parallel configuration: ”ReX-winds”
Let us assume that a large scale vertical magnetic field is
present in the disc, allowing to drive an extended disc wind.
If the protostellar magnetic moment is parallel to the disc field,
then a magnetic neutral line (i.e. a true magnetic X-point in
the meridional plane) forms at the disc midplane (Fig. 1-d)
and ”Reconnection X-winds” (hereafter ”ReX-winds”) can be
produced above this reconnection site (Ferreira et al. 2000).
Accreted mass is lifted vertically above the neutral line by the
strong Lorentz force and is loaded onto newly opened field
lines. By this process, open field lines carried in by the accre-
tion flow reconnect with closed stellar field lines. Therefore,
ejected disc material is loaded onto field lines that are now an-
chored to the rotating protostar. Ejection occurs whenever the
star rotates faster than the disc material, namely when the mag-
netic neutral line is located farther than the corotation radius.
Both energy and angular momentum are thereby extracted from
the rotating star and carried away in this outflow. Ferreira et al.
(2000) showed that such a configuration provides a very effi-
cient spin down of a contracting protostar, much more so than
any of the other MHD ejection processes considered here.
Because of the intermittent nature of the mass loading pro-
cess, ReX-winds are best seen as a series of bullets than a lam-
inar flow. These bullets flow along (and push against) the inner
magnetic surface of the disc wind. This is a very interesting sit-
uation for two reasons. First, the outer disc wind can provide
also some confinement to this inner ReX-wind. Second, the
presence of a high variability will probably lead to dissipation
via shocks (thus heating) and provide an inner pressure (against
the outer disc wind). Numerical simulations are needed to in-
vestigate such a ”two-flow” configuration (see however Hirose
et al. 1997; Miller & Stone 1997). Note that the ReX-wind,
although ejected from nearly the same region as the X-wind
(corotation), has very different characteristics, namely: (i) an
intrinsically unsteady character, (ii) a strong braking effect on
the accreting star, (iii) the need for a large magnetic flux in the
disc.
2.3.2. Anti-parallel configuration: ”CME-like ejecta”
If, on the contrary, the stellar magnetic moment is anti-parallel
to the disc field then a magnetopause is formed with no mag-
netic X-point within the disc. This situation holds in particular
in the X-wind scenario, where most of the field at the inner disc
edge is of stellar origin. The interface between the two fields
adopts a Y shape above (and below) the disc, with a neutral line
all the way at high altitudes (Fig. 1-e)3. Such an interface does
not allow to drive steady self-collimated jets. But the presence
of this neutral line is a formidable site for time dependent ener-
getic events, i.e reconnections, as illustrated in Fig. 1-f. Indeed,
any loop of stellar magnetic field that threads the disc will be
sheared by the differential rotation between the disc and the
star. This increase of magnetic energy relaxes by provoking an
inflation of the loop. If the differential rotation continues then
the final stage is a violent reconnection which leads to the ejec-
tion of a plasmoid at roughly 45o (Hayashi et al. 1996; Goodson
et al. 1997; Matt et al. 2002). This process is somewhat related
to coronal mass ejections (CMEs) from the Sun and is believed
to explain the release of giant X-ray flares in YSOs (Grosso
et al. 2004).
One word of caution however. This physical process has
only been analytically proven in the framework of force-free
fields, namely when plasma inertia has no dynamical effect
(Aly 1991). As observed by Romanova et al. (2002), when
plasma inertia is important (full MHD equations), this violent
opening of the field lines is not obtained. Instead, the mag-
netic configuration relaxes by modifying the rotation of the disc
thereby lowering the differential rotation. According to these
authors, all previous numerical situations showing CME-like
ejecta (eg. Matt et al. 2002) were in this magnetically domi-
nated limit. If this is true, then the mass flux carried by such
outflows becomes an issue if they were to explain all of the
mass-loss observed in T Tauri jets. In that respect, it is note-
worthy that the mass-flux ejected through this process, as mod-
elled by Matt et al. (2002), does not seem to be correlated with
the disc density, unlike what would be needed to reproduce the
accretion-ejection correlation in T Tauri stars.
Another issue is collimation: 45◦ is comparable to the
opening angles of T Tauri jets very near their base (Hartigan
et al. 2004), but much larger than the opening angles of a
few degrees measured beyond 30 − 50 AU of their source
(Burrows et al. 1996; Ray et al. 1996; Dougados et al. 2000).
Intrinsic collimation of CME-like ejecta cannot be invoked:
Each ejected plasmoid is made of plasma carrying its own elec-
tric currents. But because of Ohmic resistivity (ion-electron
collisions), these currents fade away and one gets eventually
unmagnetized warm gas ejected into the interstellar medium.
Without a proper global electric circuit there is no possibil-
ity for these plasmoids to develop a self-confining hoop-stress.
3 We do not consider the case with no large scale vertical magnetic
field in the disc. Indeed, in our opinion, it is unlikely that the central
star has built up its own magnetic field from that of the parent molec-
ular cloud without any field left in the circumstellar disc. However,
configurations (e) and (f) shown in Fig. 1 would also be obtained from
a pure stellar field interacting with the inner disc (see e.g. Fig. 3 in
Ostriker & Shu 1995).
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Therefore, if CME-like ejecta were to explain HST jets, they
must be confined by an outer pressure operating on small scales
(< 30 AU). A rough estimate shows that such a confinement
cannot be provided by the thermal pressure of the interstel-
lar medium: the medium is too cold and the density should be
about 103 times larger than that of the outflow.
Alternatively, CME-like ejecta could be confined by an ex-
ternal magnetic pressure. In this case ρ jv2j ∼ B2ext/µo must hold
at the axial distance r j where confinement occurs. Outflowing
mass conservation can be written as ˙M j = S jρ jv j where ρ j is
the density of mass ejected with velocity v j through a surface
of area S j. Since CME-like outflows would be produced inside
a quite narrow solid angle, one expects S j << 2pir2j . Gathering
this together, one gets the following estimate of the required
magnetic field at r j,
Bext ≃ 25
(
˙M j
10−9M⊙/yr
)1/2 (
v j
300km s−1
)1/2
×
( r j
30 AU
)−1  2pir
2
j
10S j

1/2
mG (1)
This is far above the interstellar magnetic field value and shows
that the poloidal magnetic field required to confine CME-like
ejecta must have been amplified. This can only be done if it has
been advected along by the infalling material. It must therefore
be anchored on the underlying keplerian accretion disc. The
possible presence of such a large scale vertical magnetic field
as well as its influence on the disc dynamics (eg. launching a
disc wind) have to be addressed.
To summarize, CME-like ejection raises critical issues on
the mass loss and collimation and it remains to be proven that it
could account, alone, for observed jets from T Tauri stars. ReX-
winds have more promising properties, but they are necessar-
ily occurring concurrently with extended disc winds. Thus, al-
though time-dependent magnetospheric ejection episodes (re-
lated to reconnection events) are most likely present in TTS,
they may not dominate the observed jet flow.
We also note that an interesting variability process could
occur if young stars sustain dynamos with global polarity inver-
sion. In the presence of a large scale magnetic field threading
the disc, one would indeed observe cycles of an X-type inter-
action with efficient ReX-wind ejection and magnetic braking,
alternating with a quiescent Y-type interaction and sporadic
CME-like ejections. Timescales of 10-20 yrs (Lo´pez-Martı´n
et al. 2003) between jet knots might reflect such magnetic cy-
cles.
3. Kinematics of stationary MHD jets
On small scales (< 200 AU), spatially resolved jets from
T Tauri stars observed in forbidden lines may be considered
as essentially steady. Indeed, even though knots are commonly
observed, the derived time scales are longer than the dynami-
cal time scales involved in the acceleration zone. Besides, in-
ferred shock velocities are much smaller than jet velocities
(∆v/v ≤ 25%, Lavalley-Fouquet et al. 2000). Thus, steady-
state models should catch their main features. For the reasons
outlined in the previous section, we assume in the following
that the mass loss in CME-like ejecta is negligible with respect
to the steady flow components from the disc (extended or X-
wind) and/or the star. The remaining question is then: which of
the latter components dominates the jet mass flux ?
To search for possible kinematic diagnostics distinguish-
ing among X-wind, extended disc wind, and stellar wind, we
present in this section analytical relations for the poloidal and
toroidal velocities valid for all types of super-Alfve´nic, station-
ary, axisymmetric, self-collimated MHD jets. This is an exten-
sion of the work of Anderson et al. (2003). Since all available
models are governed by the same set of ideal MHD equations,
their differences arise only from different boundary conditions.
3.1. Governing dynamical equations
The poloidal magnetic field writes Bp = (∇a × eφ)/r, where
a(r, z) = cst describes a surface of constant magnetic flux.
An MHD jet is made of nested magnetic surfaces with sev-
eral integrals of motion along each surface. Using the usual
definitions (vp poloidal velocity,Ω angular velocity and ρ den-
sity), these are: (1) the mass to magnetic flux ratio η(a) with
vp = η(a)Bp/µoρ; (2) the angular velocity of a magnetic sur-
face Ω∗(a) = Ω − ηBφ/µoρr and (3) the specific total angular
momentum L(a) = Ω∗r2A = Ωr2 − rBφ/η transported away.
Here, rA is the Alfve´n cylindrical radius where mass reaches
the Alfve´n poloidal velocity. The angular velocity of a mag-
netic surface Ω∗ is roughly equal to the angular velocity Ωo of
the mass at the anchoring cylindrical radius ro. If the magnetic
field is threading the disc one gets Ωo ≃
√
GM/r3o where M is
the stellar mass, whereasΩo = Ωstar if it is anchored into a star
with a rotating period T = 2pi/Ωstar. The following dimension-
less parameter
λ =
L
Ωor2o
≃
r2A
r2o
(2)
is a measure of the magnetic lever arm braking the rotating
object (star or disc). This parameter is an essential feature of
MHD jet models, and this is the reason why efforts are made to
constrain λ through observations.
We are interested here in both accretion-powered jets and
stellar winds so we need to be able to describe flows that can be
substantially pressure-driven. Thus, we allow for the presence
of a heat flux q = ∇H − ∇P/ρ, where H is the usual enthalpy
for a perfect gas. The specific heat input along any given mag-
netic surface is then F (s, a) =
∫ s
so
q · e‖ds′ (Ferreira & Casse
2004). This term depends on the curvilinear coordinate s and
therefore varies along the flow (so is the location where mass
has been loaded and Bp = Bpe‖). The case of cold stellar winds
driven by MHD wave pressure gradients may be treated in a
similar way, by adding to the heat input F (s, a) an extra term
(see e.g. Eq. (38) in DeCampli 1981), describing the transfer
of energy from the turbulent Alfve´n waves to the flow. We will
denote F ′(s, a) this generalized ”pressure” term. Including this
additional effect, one gets the generalized Bernoulli invariant
E(a) + F ′(s, a) = v
2
2 + H + ΦG − rΩoBφ/η (3)
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where ΦG is the stellar gravitational potential and E(a) is the
total specific energy provided at the base of the jet (equal to
the rhs of Eq. (3) evaluated at so). Finally, the shape of each
magnetic surface (therefore the whole jet) is given by the Grad-
Shafranov equation, but it is of no use for obtaining the jet kine-
matic properties.
Once far away from the driving source its gravitational at-
traction can be neglected and the following general expressions
apply
rvφ =
√
GMRo δo sin2 θoλφ (4)
vp =
√
GM
Ro
√
δ2o sin2 θo(2λp − 1) − 2 + β (5)
where Ro is the spherical radius (ro = Ro sin θo), δ2o =
Ω2oR3o/GM is the measure of the rotation of the magnetic sur-
face with respect to gravity, β = 2(F ′+Ho−H)/(GM/Ro) varies
along the flow and encompasses all pressure effects (both ther-
mal and turbulent Alfve´n waves) and where
λφ = (1 − g) r
2
r2o
λp = λφ
1 + g
2
(6)
g = 1 −
Ω
Ωo
=
m2
m2 − 1
1 − r
2
A
r2

are signatures of magnetic effects. Here, g measures the drift
between the angular velocity of the matter Ω and that of the
magnetic field Ω∗ ≃ Ωo, and m = vp/VAp is the poloidal
Alfve´nic Mach number. These expressions are valid for any
stationary MHD model of an axisymmetric, non-relativistic jet.
The function g is a measure of the conversion of magnetic
energy into kinetic energy. It increases from almost zero at
the footpoint to a maximum value g∞. Powerful MHD jets are
those where g∞ ≃ 1 (maximum value allowed), meaning an
almost complete transfer of magnetic energy and λp ≃ λφ. In
addition, these jets reach high Alfve´nic Mach numbers m ≫ 1
and large radii r ≫ rA so that eventually λφ ≃ r2A/r2o = λ.
The latter equality means that all angular momentum has been
transferred to the matter, and is what we define as the ”asymp-
totic regime”.
At the distance from the source investigated by current ob-
servations (≥ 30 AU), we are likely to be in this asymptotic
regime for jets originating close to the stellar surface (stel-
lar winds and X-winds), while β has become constant. In the
case of disc winds originating from a large radial extension, the
asymptotic regime is achieved further out for the outer stream-
lines. For instance, a field line anchored at 1 AU has not yet
reached this asymptotic regime at z ∼ 50 AU (see below).
However, solutions that propagate far away, as demanded by
observations, have g > 1/2 already satisfied at the Alfve´n sur-
face (see e.g. Ferreira 1997). This is enough to obtain λp and
λφ converging towards a common value, since (1 + g)/2 → 1
rapidly. This common value is smaller than the real magnetic
lever arm λ (until the asymptotic regime is reached), but it can
be observationally determined (see below). We will hereafter
use λφ to refer to this value.
3.2. Accretion-powered disc winds
In the case of extended disc winds and X-winds δo = 1 and
ro = Ro (θo = pi/2). We thus obtain the following expressions
beyond the Alfve´n surface, where λp ≃ λφ:
rvφ = Ωor
2
oλφ (7)
vp = Ωoro
√
2λφ − 3 + β (8)
The influence of pressure (thermal or waves) gradients β in
the poloidal velocity of jets from keplerian accretion discs is
barely measurable and can be neglected. Indeed, a keplerian
rotation law requires a negligible radial pressure gradient in-
side the disc. As a consequence, enthalpy at the disc surface
always verifies Ho/Ω2or2o ∼ (h/r)2 ≪ 1. Even models of highly
warmed up jets, which imply huge sub-Alfve´nic temperatures
of up to several 105 K, were obtained with β of a few per-
cents only (Ferreira & Casse 2004). In the case of X-winds,
the models published so far also have a negligible heat input
(see e.g. Najita & Shu 1994). Thus, we can safely set β = 0 for
all accretion-powered disc winds.
We recall that, although thermal effects have no measurable
impact on the jet poloidal speeds, they have a tremendous one
on mass loading and therefore on the kinematics. An impor-
tant relation derived from full solutions of the MHD accretion-
ejection flow is
λ ≃ 1 +
1
2ξ
where ˙Ma ∝ rξ (9)
which relates the magnetic lever arm λ to the ejected mass
through the local ejection efficiency ξ (Ferreira 1997). The
physics are quite simple. The same torque will be applied on
the underlying accretion disc either with a large mass loss ξ but
small lever arm or a small mass loss and large lever arm. What
determines exactly the maximum mass loss is the constraint to
obtain super-Alfve´nic jets, whereas the minimum mass loss is
imposed by the disc vertical equilibrium. In vertically isother-
mal or adiabatic discs (”cold” models), only a tiny mass flux
can be lifted from a keplerian accretion disc, with typically
ξ ∼ 0.01 or less, giving rise to λ ∼ 50 or more (Ferreira 1997;
Casse & Ferreira 2000a). If there is some heat deposition at the
resistive disc upper surface layers (”warm” models), more mass
can be loaded onto the field lines, up to ξ ∼ 0.1 or more (Casse
& Ferreira 2000b). These dense solutions have much smaller
magnetic lever arms λ ≃ 6 − 20.
Combining Eq. 7 and 8 with β = 0 we get
rvφvp
GM
= λφ
√
2λφ − 3 (10)
2rvφΩo = v2p + 3Ω2or2o (11)
Eq. 10 allows to observationally derive the value of λφ indepen-
dently of ro from observed values of rvφ and vp (assuming the
stellar mass is known). Conversely, as first noted by Anderson
et al. (2003), Eq. 11 is independent of λφ and allows to derive
the launching radius ro.
It is interesting to note that Anderson et al. (2003) derived
the Eq. 11 under the assumption that vφ ≪ vp, while we only
assumed λp ≃ λφ (i.e. g > 1/2). Therefore the two assumptions
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Fig. 2. Relations between specific angular momentum vs. poloidal velocity for all types of stationary MHD jet models, valid
once vp ≫ vφ (e.g. beyond the Alfve´n surface). Plotted in solid lines is the relation between rvφ and vp for fixed launching radius
ro (accretion-powered disc winds; Eq. 11) or fixed pressure parameter β (stellar winds; Eq. 5 with typical T Tauri parameters).
Dashed lines indicate curves of constant λφ = rvφ/(Ωor2o) in the disc wind case (Eq. 10), constant λ = r2A/r2o in the stellar wind
case (Eq. 4). A thick segment at ro = 0.07 AU illustrates the locus of the X-wind (Shang et al. 1998). We also show as a thick
curve a cut at z = 50 AU of a self-similar disc wind solution with λ = 13 settled from 0.07 to 2 AU. It can be readily seen that λφ
gives only a lower limit to the true λ at z = 50 AU.
must be equivalent. Since vφ ≪ vp is indeed observationally
verified in T Tauri jets, we conclude that (i) Eq. 11 applies and
(ii) the plasma probed by observations has g > 1/2. Note that,
at the Alfve´n point along any magnetic surface vφ/vp ≃ 1 − gA
where gA is the value of the function g at this point. Thus, the
plasma is also likely super-Alfve´nic. Moreover, gA ≃ IA/IS M,
with the poloidal current I = 2pirBφ/µo. Namely, g evaluated
at the Alfve´n point measures the electrical current remaining
inside the MHD jet. Models with gA ∼ 1 (most of the MHD
power is still available) are possible either for tiny mass fluxes
or for warmed up jets (Casse & Ferreira 2000b). This is a con-
straint for accretion-powered jet models.
The diagram in Figure 2 displays the curves defined by
Equations10 and 11 in the (vp, rvφ) plane, for λφ varying from 2
to 50 (dashed curves), and an anchoring radius ro varying from
0.07 to 2 AU (solid curves), illustrating the range expected for
extended atomic disc winds4.
Note that as the plasma accelerates along one particular
magnetic surface, its position in the diagram moves to the right
along the corresponding ro = cst curve (once vp ≫ vφ), and
4 The λφ values span a range corresponding to the self-similar
”warm” disc wind solutions investigated by Casse & Ferreira (2000b).
Warm solutions have been found numerically for λ ≥ 6 but, since the
condition of a positive Bernoulli invariant requires only λ > 3/2, and
λφ ≤ λ, we plot curves from λφ = 2 for completeness.
converges asymptotically towards λφ = λ. However, an obser-
vation is actually a cut across the jet at some altitude z, i.e. it
samples the whole range of nested magnetic surfaces in the disc
wind (if angular resolution is sufficient).
To illustrate the typical locus of an extended disc wind in
this diagram, we plot in Figure 2 a transverse cut at z = 50
AU through a self-similar solution with λ = 13, made of sur-
faces anchored from ro = 0.07 to 2 AU (thick solid curve).
Because of self-similarity, outer streamlines reach the asymp-
totic regime at larger distances than inner streamlines. As a
consequence, the discrepancy between λφ and λ at a given al-
titude is larger for outer streamlines. It reaches a factor 2 for
ro ≥ 2 AU at z = 50 AU for the solution considered here. This
introduces a bias in the determination of λ, and the locus of
a self-similar disc wind deviates slightly from the theoretical
λφ = λ curve.
The locus of the X-wind is shown as a thick segment in
Fig. 2. This locus is a small fraction of that occupied by ex-
tended disc winds. As an X-wind is an accretion-powered jet
launched from a tiny interval of radii ro near the inner disc
edge, the angular momentum is at the low end of the acces-
sible range. The range in poloidal velocities is also narrower
(λ ≃ 3 − 6, e.g. Shang et al. 1998). There is another interesting
characteristic difference: whatever the shape of the Alfve´n sur-
face for the X-wind, the curve drawn by measuring rvφ and vp
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at several transverse radii r across the jet (at a given altitude z)
will always fall on the same ro = Cst curve, and will thus have
a positive slope in the (vp,rvφ) plane. Note that the same will
be true of the ReX-wind component, since it is launched also
from near corotation. On the contrary, an extended disc wind
is likely to have a negative slope in this plane, as in the self-
similar situation with constant λ illustrated in our z = 50 AU
cut. In order to obtain a positive slope, the extended disc wind
would need to have a markedly larger magnetic lever arm λ at
smaller launching radii. This is very unlikely for it would re-
quire an ejection efficiency decreasing towards the central star
(one usually expects the contrary).
Therefore, the global amount of angular momentum, and
the slope of the rvφ vs. vp relation across the jet at a fixed al-
titude z, both offer good discriminants between MHD winds
from the corotation (X-wind and ReX-wind) and extended disc
winds.
3.3. Stellar winds
The typical rotation period of T Tauri stars is 8 days (see
Bouvier et al. 1997 and references therein) and corresponds to
δo ≃ 0.1. Moreover, stellar winds are probably only launched
at large latitudes (sin θo < 1/2), higher anyway than those
where accreting material is flowing in. Thus, Eq. 5 shows that
magneto-centrifugal acceleration would be efficient only if the
stellar field lines are wide open with a very large magnetic lever
arm parameter, namely λ > 1/δ2o sin2 θo ∼ 200. Although it has
been recently proposed that such winds could solve the angu-
lar momentum problem in T Tauri stars (Matt & Pudritz 2005),
there is no MHD calculation yet showing the feasibility of such
a flow for typical magnetic field strengths and jet mass-loss
rates in T Tauri stars.
Instead, all self-similar models of MHD stellar winds com-
puted so far have an Alfve´n surface located not very far from
the stellar surface. Such winds have almost straight field lines
in the sub-Alfve´nic zone so that λ = r2A/r2o ≃ R2A/R2o, where Ro
is the stellar radius. For instance, model I of Sauty & Tsinganos
(1994) displays RA = 1.55Ro (λ ≃ 2.4), whereas Trussoni et al.
(1997) obtained a solution with RA = 7.1Ro (λ ≃ 50). As a con-
sequence, published MHD stellar wind models are essentially
pressure-driven winds where the ejected plasma gets most of
its energy from β. Note that magnetic fields do play a role in
collimating the outflow, but this collimation takes place mainly
beyond the Alfve´n surface.
Figure 2 illustrates the locus of MHD stellar winds from
T Tauri stars, using the conservative value δo sin2 θo = 0.04
and a stellar radius Ro = 3R⊙, for β values varying from 2 to
6 (solid lines) and λ from 2 to 200 (dashed lines) for the sake
of completeness. Stellar winds occupy only a narrow region of
the (vp, rvφ) plane of MHD models (note this is a log-log plot).
They are well separated from MHD disc winds, with only those
stellar winds with very large λ > 100 approaching the X-wind
region.
For a given λ value, stellar winds are characterized by
straight horizontal lines corresponding to the observable spe-
cific angular momentum:
rvφ = δo sin2 θoλ
√
GMRo. (12)
Figure 2 shows that, for published stellar wind models where
λ = 2−50, no detectable signature of rotation is expected from
slowly rotating young stars. For the same range of λ, and con-
trary to accretion-powered disc winds, the asymptotic poloidal
velocity of stellar winds almost entirely depends on the asymp-
totic value of β(> 2) alone (cf. Eq. 5), namely
vp ≃ 250
√
β − 2
(
M
M⊙
)1/2 ( Ro
3R⊙
)−1/2
km s−1 (13)
As an example, model I of Sauty & Tsinganos (1994) used β =
6.64 giving a terminal speed of 543 km s−1. Figure 2 clearly
shows that only a much larger value of λ (≥ 200) introduces a
deviation from the simple expression given by Eq. 13.
4. Comparison with T Tauri microjets observations
We now compare our kinematic predictions for stationary self-
confined jet models with recent high-angular observations of
the inner regions of T Tauri microjets, using the diagnostic dia-
gram proposed in Figure 2. The resulting implications for disc
winds and stellar winds are discussed below.
4.1. Rotation signatures
Detections of transverse velocity shifts suggestive of rotation
signatures have been recently derived from HST/STIS spectra
at distances≃ 50 AU from the central source in 4 T Tauri micro-
jets: DG Tau, Th 28, LkHα 321, and RW Aur (Bacciotti et al.
2002; Coffey et al. 2004; Woitas et al. 2005). Tentative rotation
signatures were previously reported by Davis et al. (2000) in
the younger HH 212 jet at 2300 AU from the central infrared
source (knot SK1), using the H2 v=1-0 S(1) line.
The rotation interpretation appears particularly convincing
in the case of the intermediate velocity component (IVC) of the
DG Tau jet, as the rotation sense matches that of the disc (Testi
et al. 2002) and transverse shift variations across and along the
jet are in excellent agreement with detailed predictions for a
full MHD solution of an extended disc wind (Pesenti et al.
2004).
Care must however be exercised as currently detected ve-
locity shifts are close to the detection limit and are thus af-
fected by large uncertainties. Additional effects, such as intrin-
sic asymmetric velocity structure in the flow and/or contamina-
tion by entrained material, cannot be fully excluded. Detected
velocity shifts may therefore correspond only to upper limits
to the true jet azimuthal velocities. For example, tentative rota-
tion signatures reported by Woitas et al. (2005) in the bipolar
RW Aur jet appear to be in opposite sense to the disc rotation
(Cabrit et al. 2006), and are thus likely only upper limits.
In Figure 3, we plot the derived specific angular momen-
tum versus poloidal velocities for all of the above jets (ex-
cept LkHα321, for which inclination is unknown), with distinct
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Fig. 3. Comparison of predicted specific angular momentum vs. poloidal velocities with observations of T Tauri microjets. Full
and dashed curves show expected theoretical relations for MHD disc and stellar winds (same as Fig. 2, on a linear scale). Plotted
in symbols are jet kinematics measured at distance z ≃ 50 AU in the DG Tau, RW Aur, and Th 28 jets. The infrared HH 212 jet
is also shown for comparison. See text for more details on how the data points and their associated error bars are computed.
symbols for redshifted and blueshifted lobes. In this graph, we
consider only significant measurements obtained towards outer
jet streamlines at transverse distances d⊥ ≥ 20 AU from the jet
axis, as detailed modelling shows that more axial jet regions
are heavily affected by projection and beam dilution effects,
leading to severe underestimation of their azimuthal velocity
(Pesenti et al. 2004). As a consequence, current observations
are only probing the launching radius re of the outer stream-
lines of the optical jet. For the DG Tau microjet, we average
velocity shifts and radial velocities reported by Bacciotti et al.
(2002) at d⊥ = 30 AU for distances along the jet between
40 and 60 AU. For the RW Aur microjet, we adopt the val-
ues of vφ and vp published by Woitas et al. (2005) (their ta-
ble 1). However, given the discrepancy between jet and disk
rotation sense, we take these values as upper limits. For the
Th 28 redshifted flow, we average velocity shifts and radial ve-
locities observed by Coffey et al. (2004) at d⊥ = 34 AU in
the [O ]6300 Å and [S ]6716,6731 Å lines. For the Th 28
blueshifted flow, we take the measurements at d⊥ = 25 AU in
the [N ]6583 Å line.
Table 1 summarizes the adopted values of stellar mass, jet
inclination i, and vp and vφ at transverse distance d⊥ together
with their error bars. To place observed data points in Fig. 3,
we have taken into account a 10% (DG Tau, RW Aur) to 20%
(Th 28, HH 212) uncertainty on the value of the central stellar
mass.
4.2. Constraints on wind launching radii and magnetic
lever arms
Several general conclusions may be drawn from the compar-
ison of data points with model predictions in Figure 3. (i)
Dynamically cold disc winds (with magnetic lever arms λ ≥
50) are excluded (in agreement with the conclusions of Garcia
et al. 2001; Pesenti et al. 2004), since they would predict ro-
tation rates largely in excess of what is observed. (ii) X-winds
and stellar winds predict 10-100 times smaller angular momen-
tum than suggested by current tentative rotation signatures in
TTS jets. (iii) If these signatures indeed trace pure rotation in
the jet material, then extended disc winds with re of ≃ 0.2 to
3 AU and moderate magnetic lever arm parameters λφ ≃ 4-
18 (corresponding to ”warm” solutions) are needed. In partic-
ular, it is interesting to note that most of the current measure-
ments, including the upper limits in the RW Aur jet, appear
roughly compatible with the extended MHD disc wind model
with λ = 13 that fits (Pesenti et al. 2004) the DG Tau jet dataset
(thick curve in the figure).
The values of λφ and re inferred from comparison with
disc wind predictions using Equations 10 and 11 are listed in
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Table 1. Kinematics of T Tauri jets with rotation estimates and derived disc wind parameters.
Jet M∗ i va,bp vaφ d⊥ Refs.c λφ re ( ˙M j/ ˙Ma)dmax
(M⊙) (km s−1) (km s−1) (AU) (AU)
DG Tau-Blue IVC 0.67 45◦ ± 3◦ 45 ± 9 7.8± 3.0 30. 1 4-8 1.5-4.5 0.3
RW Aur-Blue 1.3 46◦ ± 3◦ 260 ± 17 < 15. 20. 2,3 < 15 < 0.5 –
RW Aur-Red 1.3 46◦ ± 3◦ 130 ± 12 < 17. 30. 2,3 < 13 < 1.7 –
Th 28-Blue 1: 80◦ ± 3◦ 354+150
−80 3.5± 2.5 25. 4 4-16 0.03-0.2 0.06
Th 28-Red 1: 80◦ ± 3◦ 80+33
−18 5.3 ± 2.5 34. 4 3.5-9 0.5-2 0.3
HH 212 (SK1) 1: 85◦ ± 3◦ 46+68
−17 1.5 ± 0.25 470. 5 7-17 2-12 0.2
aVelocities vp and vφ were computed from the observed radial velocities and velocity shifts at transverse distance ±d⊥ using the following
expressions: vp = vrad/ cos(i) and vφ = vshi f t/2 sin(i), where i is the inclination of the jet axis to the line of sight.
bOur quoted uncertainties on vp take into account a typical 3◦ uncertainty on the inclination angle. This latter source of error is particularly
important in the case of Th 28 and HH 212 where a high inclination of 80◦-85◦ is inferred.
cReferences: [1] Bacciotti et al. (2002); [2] Woitas et al. (2005); [3] this paper; [4] Coffey et al. (2004); [5] Davis et al. (2000).
d one-sided mass ejection to accretion ratio.
Table 1. Although derived only from the most reliable subset
among available data (see previous section), they remain within
the error bars of previously published estimates (Bacciotti et al.
2002; Anderson et al. 2003; Coffey et al. 2004; Woitas et al.
2005).
We recall that if detected velocity shifts include other ef-
fects than rotation, they give only upper limits to the true jet
azimuthal velocities. The derived launching radii and magnetic
lever arms are then also upper limits to the true disc wind pa-
rameters. Therefore, X-winds and stellar winds cannot be def-
initely ruled out on the basis of current rotation measurements
which sample only the outer jet. Determination of the full trans-
verse jet rotation profile would be a crucial test, as demon-
strated in Section 3. This will require better angular resolution
(< 5 AU) and tracers of higher critical density (Pesenti et al.
2004).
4.3. Poloidal velocities
Independently of rotation measurements, the wide range of
poloidal velocities observed across T Tauri jets and sometimes
within the same jet (50-400 km s−1) also raises interesting is-
sues for the jet launching mechanism.
X-wind models launched from the disc corotation radius
rco produce, by construction, only a relatively narrow range of
poloidal speeds. For the Alfve´n surface calculated in e.g. Shang
et al. (1998), where λ ≃ 3 − 6, one obtains
vp × (1M⊙/M∗)0.5 ≃ 200 − 340 (0.07AU/rco)0.5 km s−1 (14)
Although this range agrees with a good fraction of known
T Tauri jets (Hartigan et al. 1995), it fails to explain the inter-
mediate velocity component (IVC) at vp < 100 km s−1 which
often dominates the emission towards optical jet edges, as e.g.
in the DG Tau, Th 28-red, and RW Aur-red jets (Lavalley-
Fouquet et al. 2000; Bacciotti et al. 2000; Coffey et al. 2004;
Woitas et al. 2005). Reproducing these observations with an X-
wind would require a substantial change in the Alfve´n surface
geometry, with λ ≤ 2 for equatorial streamlines. Alternatively,
the IVC could be attributed to entrainment of ambient gas.
However, given the wide opening angle of the X-wind, it is un-
clear whether this process could be efficient within 20-30 AU
of the jet axis, where the IVC is observed. In either case, a sub-
stantial modification of the current published solutions would
be needed.
In contrast with X-winds, extended disc winds with λ ≃ 10
easily reproduce the whole range of poloidal speeds observed
in T Tauri jets. As can be seen in Fig. 3, material ejected from
launching radii beyond 0.5 AU naturally explains the interme-
diate velocity components at vp < 100 km s−1 seen towards jet
edges, while material ejected close to the disc corotation radius
∼ 0.07 AU reaches high speeds of up to 400-500 km s−1 suffi-
cient to explain the fastest jets observed in TTS. Hence, within
a given jet lobe, a disc wind will naturally provide a range in
poloidal jet velocities because of the range of keplerian speeds
in the launching zone. Assuming λ constant throughout the ex-
tended disc wind, a factor 10 in launching radii will produce
a drop of a factor 3 in observed velocities, from jet axis to jet
edge. This is roughly the magnitude of the decline in poloidal
speed from axis to edge across the DG Tau and Th 28-red jets
(Lavalley-Fouquet et al. 2000; Bacciotti et al. 2000; Coffey
et al. 2004).
Finally, in the case of stellar winds, Fig. 3 shows that the
range of jet poloidal speeds can easily be reproduced with
β ≃ 2 − 4. To get an insight of the energy reservoir required
per particle, let us first assume that β is mostly provided by an
initial enthalpy. In this case, the initial jet temperature must be
To = 1.5 106
(
β
2
) ( M
M⊙
) (
Ro
3R⊙
)−1
K (15)
Since β > 2 (Eq. 13), this implies that ejected material must
have coronal temperatures. Such a high temperature could be
provided either by a magnetic coronal activity or by the ac-
cretion shock onto the stellar surface. Indeed, the post-shock
temperature of an adiabatic hydrodynamic shock is
T =
8
9
mp
kB
v2s ≃ 9.3 106
(
vs
300kms−1
)2
K (16)
for a fully ionized gas, where vs is the velocity of freely falling
material onto the TTS. If β is constructed by such a shock, then
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this could explain the accretion-ejection correlation. Note how-
ever that the above equation is an optimistic estimate, since
infalling material would certainly be cushioned by stellar mag-
netic fields, thus lowering the compression and the resulting
temperature. Moreover, these shocks are radiating and mat-
ter that becomes ultimately loaded onto open field lines must
not cool too rapidly while diffusing towards the higher latitude
open field lines. TTS with prominent coronal winds do show
reduced optical continuum emission from the accretion shock
(Beristain et al. 2001), in line with this kind of scenario. But
the major problem with such a scenario is the unavoidable ra-
diative losses from the densest parts: if β is in the form of initial
enthalpy, then mass loss rates above 10−9M⊙/yr would radiate
more X-rays than observed (DeCampli 1981).
To circumvent this problem, one has to assume that the
driving pressure effects modeled by β are mostly provided
along the flow and not at the base. For instance, a sophisticated
stellar wind model of Sauty & Tsinganos (1994) has an initial
temperature To ∼ 104 K which then raises extremely sharply to
106 K and levels off to several 106−107 K thanks to the heating
term F (see their Fig. 9). The computation of the X-ray emis-
sion of such a wind remains to be done but it is expected to be
much smaller in this case. The same conclusion holds for cold
wave-driven winds where β ≃ 2 − 4 is provided by the transfer
of turbulent wave energy.
4.4. Mass-loss rates
As noted in Section 3.2, the magnetic lever arm in disc winds
is intrinsically related to the local ejection efficiency ξ by λ ≃
1+1/2ξ (Eq. 9). Furthermore, observations of vφ and vp provide
a lower limit (λφ) on the magnetic lever arm λ, therefore an up-
per limit on ξ. This information, combined with the knowledge
of the maximum outer anchoring radius re (Table 1), gives an
upper limit on the (one-sided) mass ejection to accretion ratio
that can be sustained by an extended disc wind in each object:
˙M j
˙Ma
≤
1
4(λφ − 1) ln
re
ri
. (17)
The last column in Table 1 lists the maximum ratios obtained
for each of the observed TTS jets, assuming a constant λ
throughout the disc and ri ∼ 0.1 AU (corotation radius for a
typical T Tauri star).
In principle, these values could be checked for consistency
against the observationally determined ejection/accretion ratio
in the same objects. Conversely, a lower limit to the observed
mass flux ratio could in principle be used to derive an upper
limit on λ (see Woitas et al. 2005). However, such a compari-
son made on a star by star basis is not as constraining as one
would hope, as both jet mass-loss rates and accretion rates cur-
rently suffer from large uncertainties: Four different methods
exist in the literature to derive jet mass-loss rates from observed
line fluxes and jet sizes, and they give results that typically dif-
fer by a factor 5-10 (see Hartigan et al. 1995, Cabrit 2002).
As for accretion rates, their derivation from optical veiling in-
volves a series of complex steps, with discrepancies of up to
a factor 10 between different authors (Hartigan et al. 1995;
Gullbring et al. 1998). Furthermore, veiling varies on much
shorter timescales (days) than those probed by current jet ob-
servations (∼ 1 yr at z =50 AU), introducing an intrinsic scatter
in the ejection/accretion ratio for TTS jets. Therefore, a sta-
tistical comparison is probably more meaningful at this stage.
On average, the observed ratio of (one-sided) jet mass-flux to
disc accretion rate in TTS lies in the range 0.01-0.1, depend-
ing on the adopted accretion rates, with a scatter of a factor
3-10 (Cabrit 2002). This range is in excellent agreement with
the values listed in Table 1, indicating that indeed magnetic disc
wind models accounting for T Tauri jet kinematics are also able
to sustain the observed jet mass-loss rates in these sources.
This is not so clear for stellar winds: The requirement that
all the ejected mass gains a large specific energy through pres-
sure gradients (β) puts a severe energetic constraint. Indeed,
the total power transferred to the two jets via either thermal or
wave pressure gradients is simply
Lβ ≃ ¯β
GM ˙M j
R∗
≃ ¯β
(
˙M j
˙Ma
)
Lacc (18)
where ¯β is the average value of β through the jet and Lacc =
GM ˙Ma/R∗ the accretion luminosity onto the star. Taking ¯β = 3
and a one-sided ejection to accretion mass ratio ranging from
1% to 10% gives a total power that must be as high as 3% to
30% of the accretion luminosity. But this transferred power is
itself a fraction of the total power that must be available to the
ejected material. Since this power is presumably stored in some
accretion-related turbulence, we can write Lβ = ηLturb where η
is the efficiency of energy conversion. For instance DeCampli
(1981) obtained an efficiency of only roughly 20% with a pre-
scribed radial field and assuming undamped waves. This is a
conservative value considering that the ejected plasma will also
loose energy though radiation. Thus, the total net power Lturb
that must be available for stellar winds must be as high as 15%
to 150% of the accretion luminosity! Clearly this is very un-
comfortable.
Note that this poses an energetic problem only if one in-
sists on explaining all the jet mass loss with stellar winds. This
probably implies that stellar winds only carry a small fraction
of the observed jet mass flux in T Tauri stars.
4.5. The origin of jet asymmetries
An intriguing property of T Tauri jets is the frequent occurence
(in more than half the cases) of a strong asymmetry of up to
a factor 2 in poloidal speed between the two jet lobes (Hirth
et al. 1994), as may be seen in Table 1 for RW Aur and Th 28.
One might think it difficult to obtain such asymmetries within
MHD jet models. We argue below that, in fact, all models may
in principle account for them, asymmetries representing only
another set of constraints.
In the frame of stellar winds, such a velocity asymmetry
could be obtained with a difference of a factor 2 in the pressure
parameter β between the two stellar poles (see Fig. 3). Further
testing of this hypothesis requires to elucidate the origin of the
pressure gradients, which remains the major unsolved issue in
stellar wind models for TTS.
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In the frame of MHD disc winds, jet asymmetries require
an asymmetry in magnetic lever arms, or launch radii, or both,
between either sides of the disc. Such a situation may occur nat-
urally in an asymmetric ambient medium. Indeed, an accretion-
ejection structure can be seen as a rotating wheel (the disc)
with two independent electric circuits (the jets). The current
that flows in each circuit depends on the power developed by
the wheel (which is fixed) but also on the electric resistance
which may be different on each side (Ferreira & Pelletier 1995;
Ferreira 2002). Thus, whenever the ambient medium leads to
an asymmetric interaction (i.e. dissipation) with the bipolar
jets, then one should expect a different total current flowing
at each disc surface, namely different current densities (namely
the toroidal magnetic field, affecting λ) and/or different radial
extensions (affecting re).
Another but equivalent way to look at it is that one nec-
essary condition for jet production is the presence of a large
scale vertical magnetic field close to equipartition in the disc
(Ferreira & Pelletier 1995). But this is not a sufficient condi-
tion, as mass must be able to escape from the turbulent accre-
tion disc. Now, the conditions for this escape can differ from
one disc surface to the other, since they are strongly affected by
heat deposition at the surface layers (Casse & Ferreira 2000b).
For instance, if the ambient radiation field is stronger in one
side, then heating and ionization can be more important, lead-
ing to enhanced mass flux (smaller λ) and/or a larger jet launch-
ing domain. Note also that heating of the disc surface layers
could be provided by dissipation of upstream waves, triggered
by the interaction between the jet and its environment. Any
asymmetry of this medium may therefore also lead to an asym-
metric ejection.
5. Summary and implications for the ejection
mechanisms in young stars
We have presented theoretical arguments demonstrating that
unsteady MHD ejections from the magnetosphere/disc inter-
face, although probably present in T Tauri systems, may not
contribute a dominant fraction of the mass-flux in T Tauri opti-
cal jets.
To further quantify constraints on the driving mecha-
nism for TTS jets, we have extended upon the work of
Anderson et al. (2003), and presented predictions for toroidal
and poloidal velocities in all types of stationary self-collimated
MHD jet models, namely accretion-driven disc winds and
pressure-driven stellar winds, valid as soon as vp ≫ vφ.
We have found that the location in the (vp, rvφ) plane is a
general and powerful diagnostic to discriminate among MHD
models and derive relevant parameters. Comparison of model
predictions with recent observations of jet kinematics within
∼ 200 AU of their source yield several results:
– Extended ”cold” disc wind models are excluded in TTS (in
line with the conclusion of Garcia et al. 2001) as their large
magnetic lever arm (λ ≥ 50) predicts excessive jet rotation
on observed scales.
– Published stellar wind models for TTS predict a very
small specific angular momentum ≃ 5(λ/50) AU km s−1,
roughly 60-100 times smaller than current observational es-
timates/upper limits in TTS jets. Moreover, the jet poloidal
speeds can only be reproduced with a large specific energy
deposition, on the order of 1−2×GM/R∗. Such a large input
of additional energy raises the question of the origin of this
energy reservoir if stellar winds were to carry all the ob-
served jet mass loss. On the other hand, there is mounting
evidence for the presence of a hot inner wind close to the
stellar surface in TTS (Edwards et al. 2003; Dupree et al.
2005). We propose that MHD stellar winds do contribute
as an axial flow inside T Tauri jets but carry only a small
fraction of the total mass loss.
– Published wide-angle disc winds from the corotation (”X-
winds”) predict a moderate specific angular momentum
≃ 50 AU km s−1, roughly 10 times smaller than current
observational estimates/upper limits in TTS jets. Moreover,
the range in poloidal speeds is narrower than observed (50-
400 km s−1), and the frequent steep decline in poloidal
speed towards jet edges is not explained. Solving these
problems would require a strong modification in the Alfve´n
surface and/or in the collimation of outer streamlines (to al-
low entrainment of slow ambient gas within 20-30 AU of
the jet axis).
– Extended ”warm” disc winds with moderate lever arms
λ ≃ 13 (Casse & Ferreira 2000b) predict a range in an-
gular momentum and poloidal speeds readily compatible
with current observations of TTS jets, even when asym-
metric, provided they are launched from an inner radius
ri ≃ 0.1 AU (corotation) out to an external radius re rang-
ing from 0.2 to several AU. Such extended disc winds also
reproduce the observed ejection to accretion ratios, as well
as the jet collimation and line profile shapes (Pesenti et al.
2004). Accurate determination of the full transverse rota-
tion profile in the jet is however critically needed, as current
estimates of rotation speeds and launching radii are other-
wise only upper limits.
We therefore favor the extended disc wind scenario as the
currently simplest explanation for the main component in jets
from T Tauri stars. Moreover, (1) it produces self-collimated
jets able to (2) provide a pressure confining any plasmoid
ejected at the magnetopause (either Reconnection X-winds or
CME-like ejecta) and (3) is hollow, allowing the propagation
of an inner pressure-driven stellar wind. We therefore expect
all these components to be simultaneously present but most of
the mass being carried by the disc wind. We note that although
a stellar wind may be unable to carry a large fraction of the
ejected mass, it allows to carry the returning electric current
needed to confine the outer disc wind5. Within this framework,
variability phenomena on time scales smaller than or compara-
ble to the stellar rotational period should be interpreted as sig-
natures of the star-disc interaction. In particular, if the stellar
magnetic moment is parallel to the disc field, efficient braking
of the contracting star is possible through a ReX-wind (Ferreira
et al. 2000).
5 The electric circuit envisioned is flowing on the axis towards the
star, enters the disc at its inner edge (the magnetopause) and leaves it
at the disc surface (inside the jet).
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The hypothesis of extended MHD disc winds in T Tauri
stars has several important implications on accretion disc
physics. To obtain solutions with moderate lever arms (λ ∼ 10),
a necessary condition is heat input at the upper disc surface
layers. Such an input in the resistive MHD disc region allows
more mass to be loaded onto the field lines (ξ ∼ 0.1, Casse
& Ferreira 2000b). The origin of this heat deposition remains
an open question. It cannot be due solely to illumination by
stellar UV and X-ray radiation (Garcia et al., to be submit-
ted). Alternatively, the turbulent processes responsible for the
required magnetic diffusivity inside the disc might also lead to
a turbulent vertical heat flux leading to dissipation at the disc
surface layers. It is interesting to note that in current MHD sim-
ulations of the magneto-rotational instability a magnetically ac-
tive ”corona” is quickly established (Stone et al. 1996; Miller
& Stone 2000). Although no 3D simulation has been done
with open magnetic field lines, this result is rather promising.
Indeed, it might be an intrinsic property of the MHD turbulence
in accretion discs, regardless of the launching of jets (see argu-
ments developed by Kwan 1997 and Glassgold et al. 2004).
The prime condition for the existence of accretion powered
disc winds (extended or X-winds) is the presence of a verti-
cal large scale magnetic field close to equipartition (Ferreira &
Pelletier 1995), namely
Bz ≃ 0.2
(
M
M⊙
)1/4 (
˙Ma
10−7M⊙/yr
)1/2 (
ro
1 AU
)−5/4+ξ/2
G, (19)
threading the disc on some extension (up to re). Thus, probing
the external launching radius re of jets from YSOs is an indirect
way to constrain the disc magnetic field. The origin of this field
is still a matter of debate. It could be either advected from the
parent molecular cloud or locally generated by a dynamo (or
both). The amount of the magnetic flux threading the disc is
thus an issue in star formation, but it is likely to vary from one
object to another.
Ferreira et al. (2000) showed that contracting protostars ini-
tially rotating at break-up speeds can be spun down via ReX-
winds, on the duration of the embedded phase, to low rota-
tional speeds characteristic of TTS. But the natural outcome
of this model is the decline in time of the disc magnetic flux.
More precisely, the disc field reconnects with closed stellar
field lines and, eventually, ends up as open magnetic lines an-
chored on the star. Thus, according to this picture, the rela-
tive importance of extended disc winds should decrease in time
(re → ri). Ultimately, within this framework, some slowly ro-
tating TTS should only drive stellar winds (along with some
unsteady magnetospheric events). In this respect, it is particu-
larly interesting to note that some TTS have indeed no spec-
troscopic evidence for jets in the form of high-velocity com-
ponents in forbidden lines (Hartigan et al. 1995). They exhibit
only a low-velocity component in [O I] not clearly correlated
with accretion, possibly tracing a photo-evaporating layer at
the disc surface. Such an evolutionary effect needs testing on a
broad sample of young stellar objects. Our proposed diagram
will then be a prime diagnostic tool to use.
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